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Danish Review
aims to:
Act as a point of reference for
students of Danish around the
world;

Editorial
A warm welcome to this pilot edition
of Danish Review in which you will find
essays on translation, literature and
music as well as reviews of translations
of contemporary Danish fiction, both
prose and poetry.
With Danish Review I want to create
a forum for students and early career
researchers of Danish, as well as for
people generally interested in Denmark.
I want readers and contributors alike
to feel that they are part of a global
network of people who share one (of
several, hopefully) passion: Denmark,
be it language, history, politics, literature,
music, and so on.

Tie more closely together and
form an early career network
of people studying Danish and
people working with Danish
around the world;
Allow students of Danish the
opportunity to publish their
work before they have a Ph.D.;
Allow people who are interested
in an area to come out with their
knowledge.

The magazine will have only a couple
of areas that it will try always to cover:
Reviews and translations. These will
be of interest to people who like to
read Danish literature in translation,
and to publishers and people working
professionally with Danish literature.
Other areas will depend solely on the
contributors, and the magazine will
embrace both classic topics such as
literary analysis, and more unique and
marginal topics, explored in essays.
I hope you will enjoy the magazine,
Jesper Hansen
1 July 2012
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Feature

The Making of
The Contract Killer
The work of the translator involves a constant hunt for the “right” text.
But sometimes the roles are reversed and the text starts haunting the
translator until it is translated.
Paul Russell Garrett talks about his translation of The Contract Killer.

Mit navn er Karlsen. Lejemorder.
With these simple words, The Contract
Killer had made its mark.
Having had the privilege to be associated
with a group of talented actors, mostly
through their work with [Foreign
Affairs], the voice of Adam Mannering
had already begun dancing around in
my head. His intensity, mannerisms
and cockney accent provided an outlet
for Karlsen, the bungling and would be
contract killer, as I flipped through the
dusty pages of Benny Andersen’s early
take on Scandinavian crime fiction.
On a weekend break in Copenhagen
to visit friends, nurture romance and
enjoy some Danish ‘hygge’, I uncovered
Benny Andersen’s ‘Lejemorderen og
andre spil’. Browsing through secondhand book bins, trustingly left on
the pedestrianised streets of the city
centre, is a regular treat on trips to
Denmark’s capital city. As a Daneloving Canadian, Benny Andersen
was known to me mostly through his

music and cultural significance. Had he
written plays as well? The unassuming
and dark-covered folio in my hand
proved that he had done. The reverse
cover revealed that these plays had
been performed on Danish and Swedish
radio in 1969 and closer inspection
revealed its subsequent publication
in 1970 by Borgen. Yes, just like the
Danish TV series. There was no time
for flipping through the first pages,
it simply had to be mine. And for
ten Danish kroner, this was a simple
transaction. Except that the shop was
shut for lunch. Would a ten kroner piece
left on the doorstep suffice? No, that
wouldn’t do. Lejemorderen was slipped
back into obscurity with the hope that
it would remain that way a little longer.
Two days later I returned to the scene
of the crime and Lejemorderen was
exactly where I had left it. The shop
doors were open and I placed a single
coin eagerly into the shopkeeper’s
hand.
Reading Danish unchecked is usually
quite straightforward but the urge to
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immediately translate into English
sometimes makes the task more
complicated. During my first look at
Lejemorderen, I would helplessly read
a line, then translate, read another
line, then translate, desperate to know
if the dialogue was equally as clever
and engaging in English. It was. My
spontaneous outbreaks of laughter
proved too much for my Danish wife
to ignore. I read out a few of the lines
to her, and it seemed they were even
funnier to a native speaker. I quickly
crawled back into my shell to keep the
enjoyment to myself and protect The
Contract Killer from being swooped out
of my hands. I knew immediately that
I wanted to translate this piece, and a
frantic search to determine if anyone
else had beaten me to it ensued. The
only discovery of note was a website,
Lejemorder.dk
where
apparently
contract killers can be hired on the
world wide web. Only in Denmark.

privileged I was to meet and work with
such a wonderful writer.
I can’t say that translating Lejemorderen
was difficult, there were awkward
passages, frantic searches through
various coloured dictionaries and
pleading questions to the resident Dane
which were often met with spurious
replies questioning who the translator
and Danish linguaphile was. One such
exchange occurred as Karlsen is about
to take out his mark:
Hvad med at bestille lidt champagne
– hva? – sådan på falderebet, mener
jeg.
I had a good sense for the meaning, but
neither I nor the Dane knew that the
phrase was referencing the launching
of a ship. The champagne of course is
smashed against the ship, but faldereb,
are the ropes that line the gangplank
up to the ship, helping passengers
avoid falling into the waters below.
In colloquial terms, it is translated as
‘at the last moment’ but after endless
consultations, I eventually decided on
‘last requests’.

Several weeks after believing that my
many e-mails to the Danish publisher
had been ignored, I received a pleasant
e-mail from the wife of Benny Andersen,
Elisabeth Ehmer. Benny Andersen
maintained the rights to this little
Once the translation of Lejemorderen
known play, and he was very happy
was complete, there was never any
for me to proceed with the translation,
doubt that a performance would be
provided they were informed of any
the next step; that process began one
plans for publication or performance.
evening over caipirinhas and cold beers.
Permission for several readings and
The aforementioned group of actors
the première were later generously
were gathered together to perform
granted to us by Miss Ehmer
and Mister Andersen, and
I would helplessly read a line, then
an eventual introduction
translate, read another line, then
at their residence was
the culmination of this
translate, desperate to know if the
lovely e-mail exchange.
dialogue was equally as clever and
The meeting with Benny
engaging in English.
Andersen and his wife was
a warm and wonderful affair
but at the time the experience didn’t
an initial reading and they effortlessly
seem overly significant to me. When
breathed life into the characters.
I later found myself drinking Benny
Encouraging support was expressed
Andersen’s favourite drink of Campari
by the readers over the quality of the
and white wine and repeating his
dialogue and translation, to which I
colourful stories, I then realised how
could only respond that I was lucky to
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be working with the words and genius
of Benny Andersen. However, certain
tones, intonations and other linguistic
subtleties were not always expressed in
the same way as I had imagined. I found
myself thinking of Roland Barthes’
critical ideas from The Death of the
Author, that as soon as the words have
been written, they no longer belong to
you. They could be read, interpreted
and expressed in entirely different
ways from my own. It took some time
to accept that The Contract Killer was
being opened up to countless new
and wonderful possibilities. This was
the most difficult step in the whole
process: letting my words be taken
over by others. Nonetheless, the
enthusiasm and energy expressed by
those involved, coupled with my own
excitement at seeing the project come
to fruition, allowed me to slowly relax
my grip over The Contract Killer.
Next up, a private reading of The
Contract Killer at London’s latest
Danish import, Nyborg’s Kitchen,
complete with Tuborgs and Gammel
Dansk, smørrebrød and cheese puffs,
and the music of Povl Dissing and
Benny Andersen playing quietly in
the background. The reading was a
resounding success with the howls of
laughter from the benches on the left,
the thoughtful murmurings from the
right and supportive voices from the
centre intermingling to join the worlds
of theatre, academia and friendship in
approval. This strong reception paved
the way for A Night of Crime and the
opportunity to present The Contract
Killer to the wider world.
Unfortunately the event did not go
off without a hitch. Several of the
original actors were unavailable
for the lucky night (chosen by our
resident astrologist), including Adam
Mannering, the infamous contract
killer, who was due to become a father
on that very same evening. Organising
and promoting the event was a huge

Facts about
Benny Andersen
Perhaps best known for his close cooperation with the singer Povl Dissing,
who in 1973 launched the award
winning album, Svantes Viser.
Benny
Andersen
has
written
wonderful children’s books known by
Danish children of all ages, the most
famous of these is Snøvsen.
Some of Benny Andersen’s most
well-known songs have recently been
translated into Chinese.
Only a few collections of poems and
short stories have been translated into
English, including Cosmopolitan in
Denmark, translated by his late wife
Cynthia La Touche Andersen. He has
also been translated into Czech, Italian,
Latvian, Russian, Spanish and Swedish.
The fact that he has not been translated
into more languages is perhaps due
to the unique way in which Benny
Andersen uses language, inspiration
and dedication are needed to give
justice to his lyrical writing.

task, which I enthusiastically assisted
in alongside [Foreign Affairs]’s cofounders, Trine Garrett and Camila
França. Our plans for the evening
were not always the same, and once
again I was forced to remind myself
to allow the professionals to carry
out their own vision for the show. A
Night of Crime emerged from Trine
and Camila’s creative genius: Ben
Stanley’s Ouroboros would serve as an
appetiser and my own version of Inger
Christensen’s Dialog would bind the
evening together with the main event.
An unused shop-front in Hackney Wick
presented itself as the ideal location:
Blacked-out windows and a warehousestyle atmosphere provided the setting
that few traditional theatregoers would
be accustomed to. Now we just had to
fill the space. Hourly checks on ticket
sales were not unusual for me, as I
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anticipated the encroaching evening
with a good deal of nerves. Why had
only two people bought tickets?!? No
wait, there were three now, phew.
Eventually I was able to calm myself
with the belief that the actors would
make the show a success no matter
how many people were witness to it.
Standing by the door on the night of
the show, however, I was pleasantly
amazed as a queue of known and
unknown faces sought entry outside
this random location. My nerves had
been settled by a gentle shot of tequila
moments before with a loyal group
of friends and colleagues who had
come to share in my excitement. Any
trepidation I had held over the use of
the new actors had been quelled during
the final warm-up session only an hour
before the show. Darren Stamford, aka,
The Contract Killer, was burning up the
stage and erased my disappointment
over the loss of the previous killer.
Adam Mannering had managed to
attend the show in any case, and even
he had to admit, despite his sadness
for missing out, that the new Contract
Killer had been outstanding.
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The Contract Killer is due for publication
this autumn by Norvik Press. A free
podcast of the play will be available
as well as electronic and paperback
versions.
www.norvikpress.com
The Contract Killer was first performed
in 2011 by [Foreign Affairs]. To coincide
with Benny Andersen’s visit to London,
they will be performing the play at The
Danish Church this September.
Paul Russell Garrett is a freelance
translator. He has a BA in Scandinavian
Studies from UCL.
He is currently working on the
translation of a Danish children’s
novel supported by the Danish Arts
Council. He will be attending BCLT’s
Norwegian summer translator course
and will subsequently be producing
an adaptation of A Doll’s House for
[Foreign Affairs].
http://paulrussellgarrett.com/

Cover of Samlede Sange (Collected Songs), Borgen 2009.

During the show, I listened to my
own words being performed with
some anxiety. I waited for a word or
a sentence to be missed or stumbled
upon, or worse still, to fall flat on
the audience. Instead I found myself
laughing uncontrollably to the lines
that I had heard, that I had imagined
and formed, that I had poured over
countless times. They were no longer
mine; the actors crafted them, the
audience absorbed them, and in the
excited conversations which followed,
they were enjoyed and repeated over
and over again. The transformation was
complete: The words had been taken
from me, as they had been previously
taken from one Benny Andersen and
soon, The Contract Killer will once
again be passed on to new audiences.

Feature

Danish
New Simplicity
Have you ever listened to post-World War II classical music and felt that
you did not quite know what was going on?
Edward Nesbit takes us through some of the experiments of
the post-war composers.

The twenty-five years which followed
the Second World War constituted
the period of the most extreme
experimentation in the history of
music. Every year composers such
as Pierre Boulez, Luigi Nono and
Karlheinz Stockhausen congregated
at the Darmstadt Summer School in
Germany to debate the latest musical
innovations from across Europe. This
was music of intellectual rigour,
astonishing complexity and forbiddingly
inscrutable sonic surfaces. As a result
of the complexity of its construction
it left most audiences far behind it,
and many composers too. In 1960, for
example, the composer György Ligeti
wrote an analysis of Boulez’s piece for
two pianos Structures 1A, in which he
argued convincingly that the complex
procedures which had been employed
in writing the piece were so involved
and convoluted that they ceased to
have any direct relationship to how
the music actually sounded. In short,
the level of complexity in the music’s
construction was such that to even the
most sensitive and informed musical
ear the music sounded essentially

random.
It was perhaps inevitable that this
aesthetic would provoke some strong
reactions against it, and the most
famous of these reactions is the
Minimalism of American composers
Steve Reich, Philip Glass and John
Adams. In his 1968 essay ‘Music as a
Gradual Process’, Reich argued that, far
from the arguably incomprehensible
complexity of the compositional
procedures of the Darmstadt school,
musical processes should be sufficiently
simple that the listener would be
‘able to hear the process happening
throughout the sounding music’. He
went as far as to call for ‘pieces of
music that are, literally, processes’,
resembling the process of ‘pulling back
a swing, releasing it, and observing it
gradually come to rest’.
Another, less famous manifestation
of the reaction against the extreme
modernism
of
Darmstadt
was
Danish New Simplicity, a movement
whose
important
figures
include
Hans Abrahamsen, Pelle GudmundsenHolmgreen and, in certain of his earlier
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pieces, Per Nørgård. New Simplicity
arises out of musical principles similar
to those of American Minimalism: the
musical processes which take place are
simple and immediately audible. Take,
for example, the fifth of Abrahamsen’s
10 Preludes for String Quartet, written
in 1973. The movement consists of a
series of chords, stated with the utmost
plainness and clarity. Between each
chord, the viola rises in pitch by one
semitone, the first violin rises by two
semitones and the second violin rises
by three semitones, while the cello
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resulting music engages the listener
in a way completely different from the
music of the Darmstadt school. When
listening to Boulez’s Piano Sonata
No. 2, for example, the degree of
perceptual ‘randomness’ is such that
it is virtually impossible at any given
point in the music to predict what is
going to happen next. As a result of
this extreme unpredictability, one can
only listen passively, and ‘wait and
see’ what will happen. By contrast,
while listening to Abrahamsen’s 10
Preludes it is possible to guess with
a high degree of certainty
(and sometimes complete
The
extreme
stasis
produces
a
certainty) what will follow
claustrophobic tension which increases
the music that one is
over the course of the eight minutes
currently hearing. In the
fifth movement, the listener
before the music moves to a less tense
hears that each chord is
(if no less static) texture.
higher than the last one,
comes to expect that each
remains at a constant pitch throughout.
subsequent chord will be still higher,
This rule is adhered to with complete
and duly has this expectation fulfilled.
strictness; in the spirit of Reich,
This constitutes a much more active
Abrahamsen has simply established
mode of listening.
the parameters for a process and then
let that process run its course.
Perhaps the most extreme statement
of the New Simplicity aesthetic has
The clarity and predictability of the
been made by Gudmundsen-Holmgreen,
one of Abrahamsen’s teachers, in his
1969 orchestral piece Tricolore IV.
Exceptionally for any piece of music, let
alone for a piece scored for the massive
forces of the symphony orchestra,
Tricolore IV contains only three
musical objects: a very large, but very
consonant, chord played by strings; a
single note played by the brass; and a
richer, more complex chord played by
wind instruments. These three objects
are juxtaposed and superimposed in
different ways, at various speeds and
at all different dynamics, for no less
than eight minutes. There is clearly a
rather Dadaesque humour at play here,
but the music is more than simply a
joke. The extreme stasis produces a
claustrophobic tension which increases
over the course of the eight minutes
before the music moves to a less tense
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(if no less static) texture, in a gesture
which is difficult not to hear as a
resolution of sorts.
In 2006, Abrahamsen wrote his longest
and perhaps his most famous piece to
date – Schnee for nine instruments.
Compared with the 10 Preludes,
Schnee marks a movement away from
the ideals of total aural transparency of
musical processes. Schnee is a set of
ten canons.1 Unlike in the 10 Preludes,
however, the rules of the musical
‘game’ that is being played (here, the
canons) are not immediately graspable.
Yet nor are they entirely beyond our
aural comprehension. Rather, they
remain tantalisingly at the limits of
our perception, hinting at the nature
of their construction while remaining
ultimately elusive. It is perhaps in this
middle-ground where the listener is
most actively engaged in the listening
process. Unlike while listening to the
Boulez Piano Sonata, it is possible to
make reasonable guesses about what
is going to happen next in the music.
We never know precisely, however,
and the music has the potential to
surprise us. Whereas the 10 Preludes
always meet the listener’s expectations
and behave in a totally predictable
manner, in Schnee our expectations,
though readily formed, are frequently
confounded.
As mid-twentieth century musical
modernism fades into the distance,
New Simplicity is by no means unique
in its concern with the perceptibility
of musical processes. It remains
remarkable, however, for the singlemindedness with which it has
1 A canon is a very strictly controlled musical
form in which every melody or chord is followed,
after a certain period of time, by an equivalent or
identical melody or chord. A simple and common
manifestation of this can be found in rounds
such as Frère Jacques, where the second voice
sings exactly the same melody as first voice two
bars after the first voice has sung it and while the
first voice is singing its second phrase.

continued to explore the technical
and expressive potential to be found
in the simplest and most restricted of
musical materials. At its best it is music
of ambiguity, intellectual playfulness
and a surprising emotional depth,
and constitutes an important and still
relatively unrecognised chapter in the
history of music in the 20th and 21st
centuries.
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Edward Nesbit is a composer, currently
studying towards a PhD in Composition
at King’s College, London.

Further Listening
Hans Abrahamsen
- Nacht und Trompeten for orchestra
- Piano Concerto for orchestra
- Stratifications for orchestra
Pelle Gudmundsen-Holmgreen:
Plateaux pour Deux for cello and car
horns
Per Nørgård:
- Helle Nacht for violin and orchestra
- Symphony No. 3 for orchestra
Poul Ruders:
4 Dances in 1 Movement for ensemble.
Bent Sørensen:
The
Deserted
ensemble
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Churchyards

for

Upcoming
Performances
A weekend of concerts of contemporary
Scandinavian music at the Barbican in
March next year. It features music by
Abrahamsen and Nørgård.
http://www.barbican.org.uk/music/
series.asp?ID=1069

Feature

Bridges to the
Mainland
In this essay, Aldona Zanko traces foreign inspirations in the
contemporary Danish short prose fiction.

Situated at the northern margins of
Europe, Denmark has traditionally
been perceived as isolated from the
main currents of continental European
literary change, just like an island
is isolated from the mainland.1 As a
result of its location on the outskirts,
the country has over time developed its
own specific literature, which, unique
and distinctive as it is, quite naturally
appears rather short of inspirations
from the mainstream literary traditions.
Such an idea of Denmark as a secluded
piece of land seems particularly
convincing with respect to the old
days, for example in the viking age
and the early middle ages, when the
barriers of time and distance were
much more difficult to overcome
(Knud et Langdahl 2005: 7-10). Today,
however, Denmark is by no means an
island in the strict sense of the word,
��������������������������������������������
This does not mean, however, that the European literary and cultural movements did not affect Denmark at all in the past; they did so, as
in the period of enlightenment and romanticism,
but with a considerable delay, just like it was the
case for the rest of Scandinavia (Michelsen and
Langdahl: 2005).

neither geographically, nor culturally
speaking. Now that the world has
become ‘a global village’, information
flow problems no longer appear as a
plausible explanation. And yet, the
notion that Danish literature remains
seemingly excluded from the constant
interplay between the world literary
traditions is still present. Moreover,
this often appears in regard to the more
recent trends in the Danish literary
history. What can be the cause of this
mistaken belief? The ambition of this
short paper is to come up with some
possible answers to that question.
The current trends in the field of
Danish literature can turn out to be
a somewhat difficult and challenging
issue to discuss, especially while trying
to set them into some broader literary
context. One of them, which proves
especially tricky in that connection is
the newly emerged genre within the
Danish prose fiction known under the
simple, but telling name kortprosa.
To begin with, let’s try to clarify what
kind of literature this term actually
defines. The most obvious translation
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of the 1990s, like those by Christina
of the word ‘kortprosa’ into English
Hesselholdt (Køkkenet, gravkammeret
would simply be the phrase short prose,
og landskabet, 1991; Det skjulte,
a general expression used with regard
1993; Udsigten, 1997). At the same
to various kinds of short fictional prose
time, however, those single sheets
literature. In Danish, however, there is a
of paper often display such a wide
crucial difference between ‘kortprosa’
range of different narrative patterns
written as one word and ‘kort prosa’
and genre conventions, that one can
written separately. Where the last one
easily get lost while trying to decide,
has the same general appeal as the
how they should be approached: as
English ‘short prose’, and its presence
stories, poems, or maybe something in
in the Danish literature studies is
considerable, the latter one
appeared no sooner than in
the second half of the 1990s. What they all have in common is the
It was brought to use by the consistent adherence to the principle of
critics as a collective term economy brought to its extremes, both
for the early works of the
in terms of form, length and contents.
first generation of graduates
from The Danish School of
Writers [Forfatterskolen] in
between (Hejslkov-Larsen 1996: 1-4)?
Copenhagen, which quickly became
Small wonder that it proves difficult to
the trendsetter on the Danish literary
establish some broader literary context
scene of the 1990s (Ipsen 2003: 10).
for those mysterious pieces of fiction.
Having
briefly
explained
the
Now it is high time to have a look at
terminology, let’s get acquainted
the critical sources in order to see
with the most distinctive formal
how the contemporary Danish short
characteristics of the contemporary
fiction has been approached and
Danish short fiction. The literary
commented on by the critics. As it
environment connected with The
turns out, the striking economy of
Danish School of Writers consists of
expression on the one hand, and the
such prominent contemporary Danish
vivid, but misleading interplay of genre
authors as Christina Hesselholdt (b.
conventions on the other, have led
1962), Helle Helle (b. 1965), Katrine
to a number of somewhat superficial
Marie Guldager (b. 1966), Peter
conclusions concerning the aesthetic
Adolphsen (b. 1972) and many more.
value of the Danish contemporary
What they all have in common is the
short prose literature. Consequently,
consistent adherence to the principle of
a lot of critics describe this genre as
economy brought to its extremes, both
refusing any form of dialogue with the
in terms of form, length and contents.
social and cultural reality (Emkjær et
A lot of the contemporary Danish
al. 2004: 19-29). This judgement can
short prose works are rarely more
be illustrated with statements made
than one page long. This concerns
by critics such as Hans Hertel, who
the majority of the Danish snapshots
considers the contemporary Danish
of everyday life, like those by Helle
fiction ‘anemic’ and ‘anorectic’.2 or
Helle (Rester,1996; Biler og dyr, 2000),
a wide range of absurd fables and
riddles, like those by Peter Adolphsen
2 These statements come from an interview
with Hans Hertel made by the literary section
(Små historier, 1996, Små historier 2,
of the magazine Weekendavisen on the 15th of
2000), and many of the short poemJune 2002; the interview is available at: http://
like chapters, which can be found in
www.weekendavisen.dk/infomedia/view/bb9cthe Danish grotesque, distorted novels
f8801acc7467b4bd613f8a9bc9ae
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Andreas Harbsmeier, who perceives
it as introverted stylistic exercises,
‘thematically unambitious and far too
focused on form’ (Harbsmeier 2009).3
A similar picture emerges from the
few existing outlines tracing the short
history of the Danish contemporary
short fiction, such as Lars Bukdahl’s
chapter ‘Kortprosamysteriet’, which
can be found in his famous work
Generationsmaskinen:
dansk
litteratur som yngst 1990-2004, or
the anthology of the Danish short
fiction edited by Jeppe Brixvold and
Hans Otto Jørgensens (Antologi af
dansk kortprosa, 1998). Even though
both of these works undoubtedly
provide an interesting insight into
the development of short prose in
Denmark, there is at least one crucial
aspect of this development, which both
of them make little mention of. That
is the way in which the contemporary
Danish short prose writers draw
inspiration from other short prose
traditions.
As a result of this general disregard
of the intertextual dimension of the
contemporary Danish short fiction, the
idea of it remaining an isolated, locally
restricted literary experiment seems to
be accepted as a fact, which only few
happen to address.4 Admittedly, the
question here is not whether this image
is diminishing or not, as the presence
of intertextual references can by no
means be used as the only measure
of literary value. And yet, the way in
�������������������������������������������
The quotation comes from Andreas Harbsmeier’s article ‘Literary perspectives: Denmark. The
contemporary literary reservation’, which has
been published in the European cultural journal
Eurozine. It is available at: http://www.eurozine.
com/articles/2009-10-30-harbsmeier-en.html
4 One of those few exceptions is Max Ipsen,
the author of the article ‘Norske inspirationer i
dansk moderne kortprosa’, where he examines
the influences of the Norwegian short prose on
Danish contemporary short prose writers, as well
as the book Kortprosa 1990-2003, where he provides a brief overview of the most prominent foreign inspirations in Danish contemporary short
prose literature.

which the contemporary Danish short
prose often is presented strikes one
as being far from relevant. The point
is that it simply does not correspond
to the fact that many of the writers
themselves, when asked, gladly reveal
their various sources of inspiration,
both Scandinavian and foreign.
Moreover, the names mentioned by the
writers in that connection provide quite
a range of highly recognizable authors.
Helle Helle, for instance, often refers
to Ernest Hemingway and Raymond
Carver, the two great masters of the
American short story. When asked in
an interview, which of the books she
has read is most important for her, the
writer answers: ‘The answer is The sun
also rises, the one which has showed
me the right way as far as my own
writing is concerned. When I read it,
I wondered: This is just how you can
write about yearning without actually
writing about it. Without using the
word itsself’.5 Yet another example
can be Christina Hesselholdt, who
openly admits that inspiration for her
5 From the interview Helle Helle: Nordens
Hemingway hedder Petterson (my own translation). The full version of the interview in Danish
is available at: http://politiken.dk/kultur/boger/
ECE594135/helle-helle-nordens-hemingwayhedder-petterson/
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experimental novels comes from the
Norwegian tradition of the so-called
pointillist novel (punktroman), started
by Paal Helge-Haugen in the 1960s
with his book Anne. And last but not
least comes Peter Adolphsen, whose
deliberate play with works of such
writers as Franz Kafka, Jorge Louis
Borges, Per Højholt, and Peter Seeberg
makes him undoubtedly one of the
most eager Danish explorers of the
world literature ever.
At this point one can wonder even
more about why all those numerous
literary interconnections attract so
little attention of the critics? Just
like the Danish short prose writers
share an interest in a variety of other
literary traditions, so do their own
works share signs of influence from a
number of other literary traditions. It is
characteristic that these are not easy to
identify, which is mainly caused by their
unusual form. While the most common
way in which to refer to a particular
author is simply by quoting his or her
works, this is not what contemporary
Danish short prose writers do. Instead
of quoting and making allusions on
the level of content, they apply a much
less explicit strategy of reference by
exploring the form level of their texts.
All the play with genre conventions
that the confused reader finds in Helle
Helle’s novellas, Christina Hesselholdt’s
novels, and Peter Adolphsen’s stories is
a sign of inspiration from the aesthetics
of, respectively the American short
story, the Norwegian pointillist novel,
and the Kafkian dead end story. In
other words, this playfulness is a sign
of a silent relation to the set of genre
conventions, which those particular
texts emerge from. This is what the
French literary theorist Gerard Genette
calls architextuality, the most implicit
of all intertextual relations (Genette
1997: 1-4).
In spite of, or perhaps rather owing
to the uncompromised emphasis
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Facts about
Short prose
Kort prosa (in English ‘short prose’) is
a generic term for various kinds of very
concise fictional prose concerned with
a single effect conveyed in only one or
a few significant episodes or scenes.
The actual breakthrough of the
short prose took place in the period
of the so-called Modern Breakthrough
(1870-1890), when the growth of
print magazines and journals created
a strong demand for short fiction. In
Denmark short prose was favoured by
a wide range of the most acknowledged
writers, such as J.P. Jacobsen (18471885), Herman Bang (1857-1912) and
Johannes V. Jensen (1873 – 1950).
As a literary genre, kortprosa is
strictly connected with the principles
of literary minimalism, one of the
most prominent inspirations for
contemporary
Scandinavian
short
fiction writers.
In spite of, or maybe rather owing
to the striking economy of aesthetic
expression, kortprosa remains one of
the most challenging genres in the
contemporary Scandinavian literature.
The main reason for that is the constant
interplay between established genre
conventions and the focus on the
minimalist maxim ‘less is more’.

on the simplicity of form, the Danish
contemporary short fiction remains
a considerably complex genre. At
first sight, the works of the modern
Danish short prose writers appear as
text samples rather than full texts,
the pictures of characters in them as
rough outlines and their stories as
trivial, meaningless episodes. The
scarcity of the genuinely complex
means of expression in these texts
often leads to mistaken conclusions,
like those presenting the new trends in
Danish literature as introverted stylistic
exercises. And yet, as my brief remarks

Feature
above have attempted to show, the
contemporary Danish short prose
literature is full of hidden references to
a number of widely established genre
conventions practised by icons of
Scandinavian, European, and American
literature. By means of this specific form
of intertextuality, the contemporary
Danish short fiction genre is capable of
building a millennium bridge between
the islands of Denmark and other parts
of the world’s literary landscape.

der forsvandt’, in Kritik 121, 1-4.
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Reviews
Exile

Book One of The Africa Trilogy
Jakob Ejersbo
Translated into English by: Mette Petersen
Publisher: MacLehose Press
Published in 2011
Paperback: 320 pages
ISBN: 978 08570 50595

Reviewed by Joseph Magoon

This book was reviewed in its English translation by Joseph Magoon, who is a graduate
student from UCL. He is currently a postgraduate student at SciencesPo (Institut d’études
politiques de Paris) in France.
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Jakob Ejersbo © Morten Langkilde

Jakob Ejersbo was only forty when he succumbed to cancer. His first novel, Nordkraft,
received a great deal of critical acclaim, and now his latest trilogy of books, which were
published posthumously in Denmark, have recently been translated into English.
Exile (Dan. Eksil) is the first to be released. Set in Tanzania, Exile traces the life of a
15-year-old girl named Samantha. Beset by the stringencies of adolescence, Sam doesn’t
quite ‘fit in.’ Born in England, but having grown up in Tanzania, she is an outsider. As
she says herself, she is somewhere in between being white and black, grey being a more
adequate description. Her family runs a hotel, though this seems to be a front for her
father’s clandestine activities of gun smuggling and acting as a military advisor for African
resistance fighters. Her mother is an alcoholic who constantly voices her intention to move
back to England. Packed with an explosive, and admittedly bizarre, ending, Exile is a highly
entertaining novel.
As the novel progresses, the reader almost naturally becomes sympathetic to Samantha’s
travails. At first glance, Samantha comes off
as irresponsible, selfish and largely immature.
However, the reader is quickly enveloped into
her world. As she becomes emotionally, as well
as materially dependent on her sister and her
(few) friends, one cannot help but sympathize
with her situation. Ejersbo manages to delve
deep into Sam’s character, carefully letting the
reader explore her very thoughts in a complex
and meaningful way.
The book is extremely gripping and very
readable. Having spent a substantial part of his
childhood living in Tanzania, Ejersbo is able
to draw on experiences from his youth. For anyone who has spent time in East Africa,
much of the imagery and cultural perspectives offered by Ejersbo will evoke nostalgia.
Concomitantly, for those who are unfamiliar with the region, this novel does a fantastic
job of accurately translating the multi-cultural (and racial) setting of Tanzania onto paper.
A final remark should be on the translation, which manages to retain much of the stylistic
features that make the original novel so gripping. Readers will not be disappointed.

Reviews
Mercy

Book One of
The Department Q Series
Jussi Adler-Olsen
Translated into English by: Lisa Hartford
Publisher: Penguin
Published in 2011
Paperback: 503 pages
ISBN: 978 01413 99966

Reviewed by Pawel Korpal
Do fatal accidents happen? Do sins of the past always revisit the culprit? These are
examples of the questions posed by one immersed in reading Jussi Adler-Olsen’s book
Kobieta w klatce (Eng. Mercy; Dan. Kvinden i buret), a detective story featuring Carl Mørck,
an idiosyncratic but tenacious detective assigned to unravel the case of Merete Lynngaard.
The plot begins with two parallel stories: one of Carl Mørck, who finds it hard to pull
himself together after one of his colleagues has been shot dead by a criminal. He is chosen
by his superiors to take charge of Department Q, established to re-examine cold cases; the
other featuring Merete Lynngaard, an established politician who disappeared on a ferry a
couple of years earlier. At first glance, the relationship between the two main plots seems
unclear, but it soon transpires that Department Q’s first case is that of the mysterious,
unsolved disappearance of Lynngaard. Supported by Assad, a supposedly Serbian immigrant,
Carl Mørck attempts to solve the puzzle, find the truth and crack the case.
The reader gets totally immersed in the story and wants to finish the book immediately
to have all the answers. However, Jussi Adler-Olsen’s book is much more than a pageturner. The story of Merete Lynngaard, held by her kidnappers, is at the same time moving
and terrifying. Lynngaard, lying in the foetal position in a pressure chamber, prays to God
and asks for death. Even in such a hopeless situation, however, she tries to continue to be
herself and grasps at the threads of her identity.
The book full of detailed descriptions of cruelty, but it is also infused with humour.
Apart from being a shrewd detective, Carl Mørck turns out to be a caustically sarcastic
and funny guy with a sharp tongue. Jussi Adler-Olsen plays with the reader and wants him
both to laugh out loud and recoil with fear. The atmosphere of the book has been perfectly
reproduced in the Polish translation by Joanna Cymbrykiewicz. No wonder then that the
book has earned positive reviews from both readers and literary critics alike not only in
Denmark but also abroad.
Seeking the truth about Merete Lynngaard’s past and the reasons behind her imprisonment
and humiliation at the hands of her kidnappers is an absorbing experience. The book will
be exciting not only for fans of detective fiction but also for those who are not really into
detective stories. To what depths can the bestiality of a human being plumb? What is the
ulterior motif behind kidnapping a famous politician? Is her disappearance nothing more
than an unfortunate coincidence? Even without having read the book, it is clear that the
answer to the last question is “no”.
This book was reviwed in its Polish translation (translator: Joanna Cymbrykiewicz, Polish
title: Kobieta w klatce (Słowo/Obraz terytoria 2011)) by Pawel Korpal, who is an M.A. student
of conference interpreting and a B.A. student of Danish at Adam Mickiewicz University in
Poznań. In his university-related projects he focuses on the cognitive processes involved in
simultaneous interpreting and sight translation.
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Light, Grass,
and Letter in April
Inger Christensen

Translated into English by: Susanna Nied
Publisher: New Directions
Published in 2011
Paperback: 144 pages
ISBN: 978 08112 18696

Reviewed by Pei-Sze Chow
This is the first English translation of Christensen’s ‘most intimate book’ since her death in
2009 (Nied, back cover), and it contains three notable volumes from her oeuvre: Light (Lys,
1962), Grass (Græs, 1963), and Letter in April (Brev i april, 1979). Christensen is one of
Denmark’s most celebrated poets, and was labeled ‘Denmark’s best bet for a Nobel winner’
at her death.1 This book was translated by Susanne Nied, who won multiple awards and
honors for her work with Christensen’s poetry.2
Doves grow in the field
From dust shalt thou again arise
This short piece titled ‘Peace’ appears mid-way through the collection of poems and
embodies the kind of raw imagery and succinct nature of Christensen’s language. As a
whole, the collected volume traces Christensen’s march towards an austere and yet intricate
poesy that embraces the reader. Reading the volume from beginning to end, one is struck
by how clearly and strongly the words and the imagery come through. From the start, the
collection emphasises themes of the representational nature of language and of the body
wedded to the primal reality of the natural world. The beginning of Light is firmly situated
in the midst of a snow-filled landscape and in the flow of time. The tone is neither severe
nor sombre, but instead moves quietly along, drawing the reader deeper under the skin of
the poems:
No, my body is poetry, poetry.
I write it here: What is my body?
Indeed, the focus on language and the veiled complexity of simple and seemingly
straightforward linguistic structures is a theme that is pursued throughout the volume,
ending in a very engaging study of the relationship between music, mathematics, drawing,
and language in Letter in April. An exacting playfulness with form makes Letter in April
perhaps the most enjoyable part of the book. Its sections and subsections are marked
with circles of varying numbers, where subsections that share the same motif have the
same number of circles. In this manner, the text can be read in different ways – either in
chronological order, or by groups according to the number of circles. One reviewer even
1 ‘Inger Christensen er død.‘ Politiken, 5 Jan 2009. http://politiken.dk/kultur/boger/ECE623020/
inger-christensen-er-doed/
2 http://ndbooks.com/author/susanna-nied
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casts this as ‘verbal Rubik’s cubes’.3 This ludic element is of course not intended to be
decorative, but rather, it is the manifestation of Christensen’s affinity for mathematical
patterns and her interest in serialism as pioneered by the French composer Olivier Messiaen.4
Furthermore, the book was written as a collaborative project with graphic artist Johanne
Foss, whose drawings are reproduced in this English edition. In this dance between
drawing, writing, and mathematical experimentation, words and images complement and
feed off each other. Nied notes in her introduction to the book that Christensen and Foss
began their collaboration as a project on Etruscan artworks and places. Drawings of fruits,
trees, flowers, darkness, lions, and Etruscan grave mounds permeate the poem, and are set
against a narrative of a mother and child travelling to a foreign land and experiencing new
landscapes, new moments of quotidian life. Labyrinths, maps and networks are frequently
mentioned, as if to underscore the vast ‘landscape in the brain’ (122).
Light, Grass, and Letter in April is indeed a captivating volume with metaphysical
narratives that one would return to time and again.
This book was reviwed in its English translation by Pei-Sze Chow, who is a Ph.D. student in
Film Studies at the Department of Scandinavian Studies at UCL.

3 http://www.zyzzyva.org/2011/05/25/ruins-of-the-real-inger-christensen’s-light-grass-and-letter-inapril/
4 Olivier Messiaen lived from 1908 to 1992. Serialism was an approach to tonality in music that
relied on mathematical patterns and permutations to guide variations in a series of notes, instead of
using traditional patterns of harmony.
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Picture World
Niels Frank

Translated into English by: Roger Greenwald
Publisher: BookThug
Published in 2011
Paperback: 96 pages
ISBN: 9781897388853

Reviewed by Pei-Sze Chow
Since emerging upon the literary scene in 1985, Niels Frank (b. 1963) has established
himself as a poet of a minimalist slant, publishing six volumes of poetry. He served as
the Director of the Copenhagen School of Creative Writing for five years until 2001, as
well as editing several literary journals while publishing assorted essays and books about
art history and photography. While his last endeavour, titled Spørgespil, was published
in 2010, translations of his works have not quite caught up. The volume reviewed here
was first published in 2005 as Én vej. Roger Greenwald’s translation, titled Picture World,
appeared in May 2011, and is the first attempt at bringing Frank’s work to the Englishlanguage world.
The volume contains twenty-four parts, and is described by fellow poet Stephen Kessler
as ‘symphonic’ and ‘strikingly original’. Indeed, the strength of Picture World lies in its
sustained narrative throughout the various sections – images and words flow from one
chapter to the next, and the poet’s voice and presence is emphatic throughout.
There seems to be a sustained tone of irony throughout the volume, punctuated with
moments of stark emotion that then melts back into a devastating melancholia that lingers
long after the last word is read. As if laying bare Frank’s mind, Picture World reads like a
meditation on the veracity of language, and the poet’s complicity in constructing literary
and visual representations of the everyday world.
A self-reflexive temper is evident, where Frank continually interrogates what it means
to be a wordsmith, conjuring imagery through language. Moments that probe the function
of poetry and language appears frequently, and such instances that pit the written word
against the mind’s eye emerges from the recurring metaphor of ‘a tiny bread-crumb
mountain’ at certain points in the volume:
To get to the poem
is harder than anything! Trust me. To get to this tiny mountain
built of bread crumbs is inconceivably hard
and I respect its heights almost to the point of veneration.
But I can climb it with my eyes closed.
Frank paints a curious metaphor here. What is a poem? What does it mean to understand
a poem? He explores this tension that exists between the various modes of constructing
beauty, as it were, for poetry has to contend with the immediacy of visual artefacts:
Climbing the tiny bread-crumb mountain
is for me not a struggle against the ice-cold wind
or against wild animals or going snow-blind.
It’s a struggle against the pictures.
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As if writing the poem were all about
fighting the pictures.
***
I’ve also forgotten while in the midst of it
and the hand-rubbing joy of twisting its words
and pictures. Twisting. Twisting
till finally nothing is what it seems.
Picture World is a curious text – it is a fluid piece yet the reader is transported from place
to place with every chapter, contributing to a slight sense of disorientation. One does not
warm immediately to the stark and sometimes agitated narrative, but once absorbed into
Frank’s reflections on quotidian experience and travel, an eagerness to know what happens
next takes over, and carries the reader through to the quiet and surprising end.
This book was reviwed in its English translation by Pei-Sze Chow, who is a Ph.D. student in
Film Studies at the Department of Scandinavian Studies at UCL.

© Gerardo Alvardo

Websites:
http://www.greeninteger.com/pipbios_detail.cfm?PIPAuthorID=576
http://arts.nationalpost.com/2011/10/27/the-ifoa-questionnaire-niels-frank
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Garden and Hell
Ursula Andkjær Olsen

Translated into English: No
Published in Denmark in 2010
The translated excerpts are from:
http://www.poetryinternationalweb.net/pi/site/
poet/item/17181

Reviewed by Jon Højlund Arnfred
In 2010, the Danish writer Ursula Andkjær Olsen published her eighth book Have og
Helvede (Garden and Hell) in collaboration with her sister Julie Andkjær Olsen, who created
the illustrations. The text is a poem consisting of three distinct but interwoven threads,
each with their specific language and visual profiles.
Slangens Bog (The Book of the Serpent) is the developmental story of the snake from the
Garden of Eden. Just as Adam and Eve founded the post-paradisal human world, in this book
it is the snake that grows into a society as it coils itself forward in time. Illustrations and text
woven onto aida cloth in capital letters provide Slangens Bog with a solemn and medieval
feel. We learn how society became what it is by struggling with and transcending itself,
and we are presented with the grand narrative of progress. The language is simultaneously
serious and playful, as in this recasting of biblical language in the context of contemporary
work life:
and the serpent went on
expanding with networks, incentitive
and project recruiting. it was
the number of hands that did not know what the
others were doing1
it was the garden that fostered the snake, and it is the garden that forms the starting point
for Havefornemmelser (Garden Sensibilities). This text is handwritten in an easy-to-read
light blue ink, and the narrative perspective is more subjective in character than that of
Slangens Bog yet is equally dialectical:
what shall I say in a garden
where everything has a name
nothing?
yet another question: what can I say?2
Voices that address themselves are common in Olsen’s books, and here the voice rephrases
its question from one of ‘shall’ to one of ‘can’, from a moral question to a question of the
extent of creative power in a place where everything already has been given a name.
1 og slangen blev ved/ med at udbygge med netværk, incitaments-/ strukturer og projektansættelser. det var/ antallet af hænder der ikke vide hvad de/ andre gøre
2 hvad skal jeg sige i en have hvor/ alting har navn/ingenting?/stil et andet spørgsmål: Hvad kan jeg
sige?
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The third thread is navnløs (nameless). If Havefornemmelser is subjective and reflective,
navnløs is relational, demanding and aggressive. From words cut out in paper emerges a
voice that addresses itself to a masculine ‘you’:
All that YOU have given me
in the belly: security
and both breasts and prick
and carrot. DAMMIT how
small I am3
This voice rejects abstract dialectics and immediately expresses its desire and discontent.
‘Hjerte’ (‘heart’) is a pivotal and repeated word in navnløs – it is that which is overflowing,
that which is fruitful.
Here we approach a central theme in Have og Helvede, namely that of profusion. The
three voices tell the stories of different kinds of growth, domains of profusion. As it is
written:
the profusion is always there
even when it is a profusion that no one seems to need4
Have og Helvede is a treasure trove for anyone interested in the particularities of the
Danish language. The text is packed with linguistic inventions building on well known
expressions or single words, such as havefornemmelser, (garden sensibilities) which is
inspired by ‘mavefornemmelser’ (gut feelings), and ‘navnomspunden’ (name tangled)
and ‘favnomspunden’, (arm tangled) inspired by ‘sagnomspunden’ (fabled). The book is
essentially polyphonic: It is philosophical and serious without being intellectual or difficult.
It is playful, intimate, and worth reading.

© Marianne Grøndahl

This book was reviwed in its Danish original by Jon Højlund Arnfred, who is an MA student
of philosophy at the University of Copenhagen.

3 Alt det DU/har givet mig med/i mavesækken: sikkerhed/og begge brysterne og pik og/gulerod. For
FANDEN hvor/er jeg lille
4 overflod er der altid/også når det/ikke er en overflod/nogen synes at have brug for
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Submarino

Jonas T. Bengtsson
Translated into English by: No
Published in Denmark in 2007

Reviewed by Karolina Niedźwiecka
If you associate Denmark only with Carlsberg beer, the Little Mermaid, and Danish butter
and you don’t want to change it - don’t read this book.
Jonas T. Bengtsson is a relatively young author and has been touted as a new voice of
Danish literature, winning the Per Olov Enquist Literary Prize in 2010. In Submarino, he
explores a darker side of Denmark.
The novel tells the story of two brothers. One is called Nick, the other one is not named
in the book. The author gives two explanations: first, that the Other Brother is so lost in his
life that he has even lost his name; and second, that he, Bengtsson, has difficulties thinking
up names for his characters. The brothers don’t have any close relationship with each
other. They lived in an orphanage until their mother came and brought them home. In the
novel, there is the suggestion that a gruesome tragedy that happened in their childhood
has emotionally scarred the brothers.
The novel, which is divided into two parts, begins with Nick’s story. Nick is in his thirties
and has just come out of prison, where he served time due to violence. He is unemployed,
self-destructive, addicted to alcohol and casual sex, and he spends a lot of time in the gym,
where he clears his mind. Late at night he is tortured by his own dreams, which are full of
dead babies.
The Other Brother loves two things: heroin and his six-year-old son, whom he is taking
care of. He is living on the edge of madness, and only his son is keeping him sane. The
Other Brother does his best to be a good parent, and his son has no idea that his father is
a junkie. To be able to afford heroin, the Other Brother becomes a drug dealer, and that
leads even deeper into catastrophe.
Bengtsson creates a violent picture of complicated relationships, the influence that
parents have on their children, and the implications of a dysfunctional childhood. He
describes places in Copenhagen that most of his readers have never been to, and probably
would not want to go. He presents the underworld, the hidden layers of the city, and the
things that one does not see when one is a tourist in the Danish capital.
This book was reviewed in its Polish translation (translator: Iwona Zimnicka (Czarne 2011))
by Karolina Niedźwiecka, who is a BA student at Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań.
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